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WEED MANAGEMENT WITHIN SUSTAINABLE CROPPING SYSTEMS

Don Blesing,
Chairman, Grains Research Development Corporation

1. Marks of Sustainable Cropping Systems

1.1 Rotations wide, genetically diverse, balanced across farm , utilising

shallow and deep rooting crops and pastures, trees and shrubs, annual and

perennial plants, to manage water use, fertility and erosion risk..

- risk indicators: waterlogging, salinity, soil erosion, weed burdens,

herbicide resistance and high weed control costs
1.2 Conservative Management. Retaining trees on recharge areas and vegetation

on waterways.- cropping by soil type and land capability, - trash retention

in crops and pastures, maximise water use and yield by early sowing

minimising cultivation, avoiding fine soil tilth to minimise weed

germination, - planned use of wide range of herbicides within integrated weed

management systems,- measuring and monitoring systems.

- risk indicators: soil degradation, weed burdens, low yields

1.3 Fertility maintenance
Managing fertility within sustainable bands,- complex systems and

rotations better than simple.
risk indicators: grain protein decline and yield decline, trace element

deficiencies.

2. Marks of Sound Weed Management (coincident with sustainability)

2.1 Rotation is best defence against intractable weed problems.

Weeds are a part of life and have to be managed limit build up time,

use grazing sequence, shading effects, competition by crops, allelopathic

effects.
2.2 Integration of available control measures to limit escapes, control costs,

gain synergies and optimise crop yields Weeds have to be controlled to maximise

profitability - know weed biology, vary treatment, alternate chemicals, use

of logic, biological, and allelopathic methods, mycoherbicides.

- kev indicators: minimising herbicide resistance buildup, cost reduction,

optimise yields and profits.
2.3 Soil fertility maintenance low fertility levels allow influx of "new"

weeds due to reduced crop vigour.

3. Grain Industry Position
3.1 Cropping systems generally sustainable, where current technologies

utilised, but sub- tropical systems still at risk and require focused R &D. Risk

of herbicide resistance, yield depression by weeds and herbicide residues are

issues in all regions.
3.2 Research has included:- herbicide resistance, integrated program in SE

and West regions (U.A.),- biological control, discrete programs on individual

weeds (CS) ,- allelopathic control, understanding mechanisms and management

(UCS, UNE) ,- mycoherbicides, use of pathogenic fungi (NSW AG) ,- more effective

application, spot sprayer and bluff plates, adjuvants (SADA, NSW AG et al.) ,

understanding and modelling weed effect on yield (US DAQ) herbicide residue

surveys (DAV CS)- impact of herbicides on nutritional quality (SADA)

3.3 Emphasis on industry having weed management options within sustainable

systems, rather than any focus on weed management within problem systems or

farms.- shift away from problems on fallows, within monocultures on degraded

soils, recognise value of quarantine, limiting spread

3.4 Emphasis on industry and regional issues rather than farm level problems

(often exacerbated by shortage of capital and low profits). One constraint

to this has been the past practice of the weed control industry to concentrate

on individual farms with a different message and solutions offered to each

manager.


